
TELEPHONE MESSAGE 

 

No. 403/11  /     Dated: 02.02.2011 

To 

 

1) All EIC/CEs (DS), PSPCL 

2) All Dy.CEs/SEs (DS), PSPCL 

 

Sub: Power Regulatory Measures on Industrial Consumers. 

 

 Due to increased demand following Power Regulatory Measures are imposed on 

Industrial Consumer w.e.f. 04.02.2011, as under: 

 

 

1. Two weekly off days on general industrial consumers on Category II feeders 

and induction furnaces with connected load equal or less than 1000KW on 

Category II and III feeders, will be applicable w.e.f. 04.02.2011. Timings of 

weekly off days will be from 07:00 hrs. upto start of peak load restriction 

hours. If first weekly off day of the consumers is falling on 03.02.2011, these 

consumers will observe second weekly off day on 04.02.2011 and so on. 

2. Three weekly off days on Induction Furnaces (above 1000KW connected 

load) and Rolling Mill consumers on Category II and III feeders, as already 

intimated vide telephone message 32/2011 dated 01.02.2011, shall remain 

applicable. 

3. Arc furnace consumers will be allowed to use PSPCL Power, to the extent of 

50% of their sanctioned contract demand from 06:00 hrs. up to start of peak 

load restriction hours.  

4. Continuous process ( Category  IV) consumers will use load upto the extent 

of peak load exemption allowed (against PLEC) only from 07:00hrs  to the 

start of peak load hours. 

5. These instructions will not be applicable on essential industry declared vide 

PR circular 12/98, IT industry and other exempted categories as per PR 

circular 5/10 dated 31.5.2010. 



6. There is no restriction on consumption of Open Access power by the above 

consumers. 

 

The regulatory measures imposed earlier vide telephonic message no 32/11 

dated 01.02.2011 will remain effective upto 03.02.2011 and there-after above regulatory 

measures will be enforced. 

 

Peak load hour restrictions will remain applicable as already intimated. However, 

the consumers will be allowed to use eligible exemption without payment of PLEC / Peak 

load exemption allowed against payment of PLEC (as applicable) during Peak Load 

Restriction hours. These instructions will remain applicable till further orders. 

 

Dy CE/PR 

PSPCL, Patiala. 


